Thunderstruck: America’s AC/DC tribute gives fans so much more
than the sound of AC/DC, they truly capture the high voltage energy
and experience. For fans, it's about a sense of familiarity, and it's
about a feeling that snatches up listeners and takes over. It's about a
contagious kind of power and electricity that few AC/DC tribute
bands can provide!
From Tyler Melen's ridiculously non-stop on-stage performance
replicating the Angus Young of the 70's and 80's, to Bobby Lee
Stamper's versatile vocals mimicking both Bon Scott and Brian
Johnson ranges, to the incredible rhythm section made up of Kevin
Feller on rhythm guitar, Corey Baetz on drums, and Chris Jones on
bass, Thunderstruck gives a complete and consistently authentic live
show as true to the spirit of AC/DC that you can possibly get!
Thunderstruck: America's AC/DC tribute has performed tribute shows
throughout the nation, with a consistent record of sold out shows from
coast-to-coast. Thunderstruck, officially established in 2015 (but
existing in other variations for several years prior), has continued to
grow its fan base by building and maintaining relationships with some
of the nation's biggest promoters and venues, such as Live Nation and
the House of Blues, as well as by performing at major music festivals
including the Pensacola Tribute Fest and Parr Fest, in addition to live
stream performances for major brands such as Number Juan
Tequila and Monsters of Rock.

Thunderstruck is also the only AC/DC tribute band in the United
States to have a major national brand partnership, which is
with Number Juan Tequila, owned and operated by Alex Reymundo
(Rednexican, Latin Kings of Comedy), and Ron White (Blue Collar
Comedy, Horrible Bosses, Comedy Central Presents).

FAN & MEDIA REVIEWS
"Thunderstruck brings the power and entertainment of a genuine AC/DC
show...They're amazing...Don't miss a great night of rock 'n' roll!" 101.4 WPDH, The Home of Rock 'N' Roll
“Thunderstruck: America’s AC/DC has become the premier AC/DC
cover band in the U.S. by being very good at re-creating the classic rock
crunch of the Australian-based Rock and Roll Hall of Famers…” - The
Herald Dispatch
“Thunderstruck embodies the essence of AC/DC….these guys are in full
effect dishing out the AC/DC rock and roll that so many of us have
grown up with…I want to see them perform again to catch all the other
songs they didn’t have time to perform. Long live rock!” – Go Venue
Magazine
“This band, in my opinion, is one of the premiere tribute bands filling
some big shoes by covering all of AC/DC’s mega hits! From guitar
setups, equipment, song selections, wardrobe, band merchandise and
putting on one hell of a stage show, Thunderstruck has no problem
living up to the task!” – Metal Nexus
“I’d like to congratulate Thunderstruck for the awesome job they do!
I’ve never seen a tribute band come so close to replicating the original
sound. Very few can pull it off like these guys do! – Louisville Music
News

“This is absolutely, hands down the most incredible and accurate
reproduction of AC/DC you could imagine. The most amazing
reproduction of any band I have ever seen in my life, and I’ve been in
this business for 44 years!” – The Dag Show
“This band is so talented and fun! They interact with the crowd and
jam!! Always have fun with this group of talented musicians. Highly
recommend seeing them!” – V. Ingels
“Get to whatever venue they are playing. You will buy the whole seat
but only need the edge!!” – D. Stout
“These guys are crazy good. I’ve never seen a band work so hard for so
long on stage. They really give it all they’ve got. They love their fans
and country…Super cool dudes rocking AC/DC!” – J. Hall
“Look, sounds, and feels like the originals! Like they
said…Thunderstruck is the Spirit of AC/DC, and maaaaan they KILLED
it!” – D. McTaggart
“They embody the very spirit of AC/DC! Absolutely fantastic, they
were mind blowing. 10/10 would recommend seeing them. If you get
the chance to see them, definitely do it! The energy was high and the
crowd was rockin’. One of the best ways to spend a night!” – J.
Raymond

